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Yemen is one of many US forever wars – key NATO countries, Israel, Jordan, the Saudis and
UAE partnering in them.

US special forces operate in Yemen. A Pentagon drone war has been ongoing in the country
without letup since launched by Bush/Cheney in October 2001, weeks after 9/11.

A no-ceasefire/ceasefire reflects  conditions  on the ground.  War  rages with  no prospect  for
resolution because bipartisan US hardliners reject ending it. Claiming otherwise is political
pretense.

Daily  reports  show  endless  conflict  continues.  US-backed  Saudi/UAE  forces  keep  battling
Houthi  fighters,  including  in  areas  around  the  strategic  port  city  of  Hodeidah,  ceasefire
agreed  on  more  illusion  than  reality.

Saudi/UAE terror-bombing goes on daily – overnight against Sanaa, the Houthi-controlled
Yemeni capital. A Houthi statement said “(t)his escalation comes under the direction and
supervision of the U.S… This escalation will be met with an escalation.”

Earlier  calls  by  US  officials  for  peaceful  conflict  resolution  in  Yemen  were  pure  deception.
Republicans and undemocratic Dems reject restoring peace and stability to war-ravaged
countries.

According  to  Military  Times  last  November,  the  Pentagon’s  so-called  Operation  Yukon
Journey involves US military operations in Africa and the Middle East – on the phony pretext
of defeating ISIS and al-Qaeda Washington created and supports.

The Middle East operation is designated “Support to Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and Partner
Nations in Yemen.” Along with providing weapons, munitions, intelligence, and logistics
support, the Pentagon has been training Saudi and UAE pilots for combat in Yemen.

Federal procurement documents show the US air force has been using a private contractor
to train Saudi pilots at its US facility.

A previous article discussed US and UK involvement in supplying the Saudis with billions of
dollars worth of weapons and munitions annually, Pentagon contractors involved in training
its military personnel in their use.

Under the so-called United States Military Training Mission to Saudi Arabia, USMTM trains,
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advises and assists the kingdom’s armed forces, including through military exercises and
related activities.

USMTM is a joint US army, navy, air force and marine corps joint command, an extensive
arrangement with the kingdom since the 1950s – under the 1951 Mutual Defense Assistance
Agreement and later USMTM agreement.

An earlier London Daily Mail report said Britain is secretly training Saudi’s military, aiding its
genocidal war in Yemen.

Documents obtained through an FOIA request show Pentagon personnel have been and
likely still are actively involved in training UAE pilots for combat operations in Yemen.

According to an air force memo dated December 18, 2017, its personnel “assisted (the
training of) 150 (UAE) airmen in challenging (exercises) to prepare (them) for combat ops in
Yemen.”

Further training was provided UAE pilots at the country’s Pentagon operated Al Dhafra
airbase, the memo saying:

“Unit fighter personnel advanced the UAE’s F-16 fighter pilot training program; 3 pilots flew
243 instructor sorties/323 hrs that created 4 new instructors & 29 combat wingmen who
immediately deployed for combat operations in Yemen.”

CENTCOM spokesman Lt. Col. Josh Jacques lied, saying

“(w)e do not conduct exercises with (Saudi and UAE airmen) to prepare for
combat operations in Yemen.”

Joint Chiefs chairman General Joseph Dunford turned truth on its head, claiming the US is
“not a participant in the civil war (sic) in Yemen, nor are we supporting one side or another.”

Hard evidence refutes both of the above statements. Conflicts in Yemen, Syria, Iraq, Central
Asia and North Africa are US launched and waged, nothing civil about any of them. Nor are
they involved in combating the scourge of terrorism the US supports, using jihadists as
proxy troops.

None  of  the  above  information  should  surprise.  The  Pentagon  and  private  military
contractors it enlists are actively involved in training and otherwise working directly with the
armed forces of numerous countries worldwide.

What’s going on is all about advancing America’s imperium, largely by waging endless wars
and related military activities.

Trump is like his predecessors, co-opted to go along with a dirty system, raging since Harry
Truman’s war on North Korea in the early 1950s.

Endless US wars of aggression rage with no prospect for resolution, others drafted to be
launched if and when ordered – every sovereign independent country potentially targeted,
including Russia, China and Iran.
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